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PPC 6: Test Tracking 
Element A: Test Tracking and Follow-up 
 
Item 1: Tracks all laboratory tests ordered or done within the practice, 
until results are available to the clinician, flagging overdue results. 
EHS has a module called Clinical Console which functions as the provider’s organizer. 
Clinical Console shows the provider’s schedule, delinquent orders without results, 
delinquent deferred orders, encounters to sign off, orders to sign off, pending results, 
documents for review, next patient, pending documentation and medication refill requests 
with ERx status. 
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All labs are ordered within the electronic chart and therefore tracked by EHS by order 
date and perform date. Screenshot of ordered lab: 

 
 
As results come in, the order with results shows up in the provider’s organizer for review, 
instructions, additional orders and patient notification: 
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At the administrative level, we set the “delinquent after” queue to match the normal time-
frame that results are received for every item ordered. Lipid Panel results should be 
received within 24 hours of order date: 

 
 
If the results are not entered within the time frame specified, the order will show up in the 
provider’s organizer as “delinquent orders”.  
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Item 2: Tracks all imaging tests ordered or done within the practice, until 
results are available to the clinician, flagging overdue results. 
Imaging tests are ordered, tracked and flagged in the same manner as laboratory results 
within EHS. 

 
 
Item 3: Flags abnormal test results, bringing them to a clinician’s 
attention. 
EHS will cause abnormal results to turn RED to bring that test to the provider’s attention. 
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Item 4: Follows up with patients/families for all abnormal test results. 
We follow up on all test results utilizing appointments, phone calls and/or letters. 
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Here is the body of a letter we can generate within EHS if we are unable to talk to the 
patient in person or reach them via telephone. 

 
 
If we have an abnormal result and we are unable to contact the patient, we utilize 
certified letters. Here is some sample text from a certified letter we send to patients for 
abnormal mammogram follow-up: 
 
Dear Patient, 
 
As  you  know,  the  last  mammogram  you  had  indicated  a  need  to  have  your 
mammogram  repeated  in  six months.   Our  records  indicate  that  it  is  time  for  that 
follow‐up appointment.   We have made previous attempts to contact you, but have 
been unsuccessful.   I am writing this  letter to stress to you the  importance of having 
this repeat mammogram done.  Many abnormalities are benign (not cancerous), but it 
is very important that you take the steps to follow up as indicated.  Please call me at 
xxx‐xxxx ext xx for questions or assistance with your appointment. 
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We have also sent outreach workers to patient’s homes, work, or school to make contact 
with patients for abnormal follow-up.  In rare instances, we have asked the Sherriff’s 
office to go to the patient’s house to tell the patient to contact our office. 
 
Item 5: Follows up with inpatient facility on hearing screening and 
metabolic screening to get results. 
If a mother delivering a baby in our local hospital states that we will be the PCP for the 
baby, our hospital sends the baby’s screenings and other hospital records to us. If a 
mother brings a newborn to see one of our providers, we inquire about these results and 
can either call the hospital or look up the results on Chart Link. 
 

 
 
 
Item 6: Notifies patients/families of all normal test results. 
We notify patients of ALL results regardless of normal or abnormal results. As above in 
Item 4, we utilize appointments, phone calls, letters, and more to notify patients of test 
results. As part of our Quality Improvement Plan, we audit patient notification of all test 
results. Here is an excerpt from the QI Plan: 
 
“KRA # 5 LABORATORY/EQUIPMENT 
Supportive Goal:   The laboratory will follow standards of care and monitor equipment per 
center protocol. 
Performance Standards:   The desired results in the area of Laboratory/Equipment will have 
been satisfactorily performed when: 

1. A bi-annual review of thirty (30) charts with referral lab charges indicates that there is an 
order for the lab is documented in the record, the results are in the record, and follow-up 
and patient notification is documented.  At least ten (10) of the charts reviewed should 
have abnormal results requiring follow-up and documentation.  Critical values & timely 
provider response will also be audited.” 

 
 
 
Here is the portion of the audit instructions for Lab QI Audit: 
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“Timely Provider response- The provider should respond within 3 business days of the 
results being in the chart. For instance, if the results are put in on Tuesday then the 
provider should have it addressed by Thursday. If the provider failed to put a date as to 
when it was addressed please put “NO” under timely provider response and then under 
comments put no date as to when lab was addressed. Please also put a comment in if the 
provider failed to put their name or initials after their comment. 
 
Patient Notified- If the patient was notified please put a yes. If the first attempt to notify 
the patient was more than 24 business hours after the provider’s comment please make 
note of this under the comments section. We want to see if we are attempting to notify the 
patient in a timely manner. At this time untimely notification will not be counted against. 
 
F/U on Abnormal – Proper follow up has to occur. This follow up has to be documented 
appropriately. For instance, if a repeat is recommended then a deferred order should be 
put into the pt chart. If a consult is recommended the consult should be in the chart and 
progress made on the appointment. 
NORMALS- please make note in the comment section on normals if a repeat recall is not 
entered. (Don’t mark it against anyone, just make a comment). For example, on a 
mammogram or pap smear that is normal and should be repeated in 1 year then a recall 
for the mammogram, pap, etc should be in there. If there is a recall for well woman and 
in the details it states mammo or pap that is fine too. 
 
N/A – The only column that n/a is allowed in is the f/u on abnormal. If the results were 
not abnormal just put N/A in the column. All the rest of the columns should have a yes or 
no entered.” 
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Here is a sample of the QI audit results: 

 
 
 
 


